Win a “SERBIAN FILM” prize pack
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The controversial shocker A SERBIAN FILM is now available for viewing via the FlixFling
on-line service (with theatrical bookings continuing as well), and we’ve got a sweet prize pack
to give out to one lucky winner.

This prize pack contains:

Three free months’ subscription to FlixFling
One free rental of A SERBIAN FILM (via FlixFling, and good for the free subscription period)
A SERBIAN FILM poster

Filmmaker Srdjan Spasojevic pushes the boundaries of what can (or should) be shown on
screen in this violent and sexually graphic thriller. Milos (Srdjan Todorovic) was once a star in
pornographic movies, well-known for his ability to perform longer than any of his peers, but he
gave up his career and now lives a quiet life with his wife and young son. Milos has been
having serious money problems and wants to better provide for his family, so when an old
friend tells him about a wealthy filmmaker who’d like to work with him, he’s willing to listen.
Vukmir (Sergej Trifunovic) is a mysterious man who offers to pay Milos a huge sum to appear
in his next film—enough to support his family for life. Milos agrees, even though Vukmir won't
tell him what the movie is about. Not long after Milos arrives on set, he realizes this will not be
an ordinary porn film, and as he’s dosed with drugs and led from one extreme of sex, violence
and human debasement to another, Milos becomes aware that his physical and emotional
survival is being put to the ultimate test.
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Enter to win by sending an e-mail to rebekah@fangoria.com, and be sure to put “SERBIAN
FILM” in the subject line. Please include the following:

Your name
Your age
Mailing address
E-mail address
Phone number

And let us know if you would like to join the FANGORIA mailing list. Good luck! See our review
of A SERBIAN FILM here and find out more about it at the movie’s official website .
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